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Vol. 37

So many of our readers say to us that the first thing
they do when they get the News is to read Jo's Notebook. That's a nice thing to say, and I appreciate it, but
I want to warn you today, that if you have a weak
stomach and nausea grabs you when you witness shocking events, then you'd be better off if you turned to our
obituary column first with this issue.

Fulton. 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thuile:day, June
12, 1969

The crime is character assassination!
And of course the person who commits this crime
is called an assassin.
In modern times, and even in history, we associate
the word assassin with Lee Harvey Oswald, and James
Earl Ray and Sirhan Sirhan, and John Wilkes Booth, et
al. These individuals maliciously, intently and with
cold calculation shot down some of the words greatest
leaders.
Of the four mentioned, two were murdered immediately following the crime, and two were given the
justice of the courts and are now in prison.
But the character assassins stalk this earth, this
Nation, this State and these twin cities as free men and
women.

For the most part, the gunman is apprehended, but
the character assassin we will always have with us.
In addition to being hardened criminals, most character killers are hypocrites, too!'While piously professing they never listen to gossip, they assiduously assess
the crime, and then go on to make an already gruesome
tragedy, a gory mess.
In my forty some odd years as a newspaper repOrter I have found that the most difficult problem facing
our profession is to determine what is fact and what is
rumor, and to be darned careful not to publish the latter.
Dear me, if only we could, our paper would be a
sell-out, a collector's item, just as it was last week, when
we printed the facts in a case, that we hope abolished
the rumor mill and a messy incident of character assas(Continued On rage Eight)

Number 24

Payroll Tax Revenue $58,000
Annually; DeMeyer Asks Cut

Today I am going to write about crime; not the kind
you see in the movies or read about in the papers. It's
the kind of killings that are bloodless, where no weapons are used, where there are no bodies to bury.

They are unarmed, except for a vicious and destructive mouthpiece, which they use freely to spray
pellets of harm and injury and hurt to innocent people,
much as a crazed gunman brandishes a weapon into a
crowded subway.

Library
Margaret 1. King
Periodical Dept.
Kentucky,
Ikilversity of
Lexington, Ky. 40504

Shown above, left and right, are Frances Travis and Jessica Brown, two
of the six Henry I. Siegel (South Fulton) employees who were commended for their superior work during four pay periods. The women get a
proud salute from their supervisor Joyce Cruce, (center.) The awards
were presented by plant manager Frank Woolf.
Photo by Stewart.
Other photos on Page 5.

There's Heap, Big Rewards For
Fast Workers At Siegel Plants
It is hard enough for most of us
to achieve 100 percent efficiency
in our daily work, but some mighty
hardworking ladies at the Henry
I. Siegel factory in South Fulton
have proved that with an extra effort the almost impossible task can
be achieved.
Tuesday afternoon, Frank Woolf,
manager of the H. I. S. plant presented six ladies, awards in recognition of the 112 percent efficiency
they demonstrated during four con-

secutive pay periods or for eight
weeks. To be eligible for an award,
a worker would have to show that
she has accomplished exceptional
performance in her work.
The all star program was initiated in February to give such recognition to those who "tried a little
harder." Since that time, some 31
women a week have attained this
feat, but only 14 have achieved this
superior performance for four
consecutive pay periods.

South Fulton Commission
Names Industrial Group
An industrial committee, which
will work with the Tennessee Industrial Corporation was created
by the South Fulton City Commission, Tuesday night.
(The South Fulton City Commission has contributed $3,000.00 in
municipal funds to the Fulton-South
Fulton Chamber of Commerce in
support of an executive director for
the organization.)
The purpose of the committee, as
described by City Manager Mike
Blake, will be to attract new industry to the South Fulton area. A
similar committee was organized
several years ago, but became defunct because of the lack of inter-

By Jo Westpheling
are now being received by city emA News Commentary
ployees in all departments.
Two-thirds of the $12,000 salary
The Fulton City Commission's one
increases proposed by DeMyer were
per cent payroll tax will produce apear-marked for the police department's
proximately $58,000 in extra revenue
six patrolmen, an assistant chief and
a year, some $38,000 more than the
the police chief. The remaiinng $4,000
$20,000 anticipated by former City
would be distributed among all other
Manager Rollin Shaw when he prepardepartments, including the fire departed the city's budget for the fiscal year
ment, office staff, street department
1968-1969 which ends on June 30. The
and miscellaneous laborers, and a city
figures were made public at the
regular meeting of the City Commis- 00-manager upped from $800 a month to
$950, DeMyer said, when one is emsion on Monday night.
ployed.
The annual figure is based on the
The proposed increases range
receipts for nine months from July 1,
from $75 a month for the city attorney
1968 through March 31, 1969 of
($325 to $400); $37.50 a month for the
$43,307, or $14,435 a quarter.
police and fire chiefs ($412.50 to $450 a
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer, serving
month); $58 a month for the radio
as City Manager at $50 a week, sugoperator ($242 to $300 a month), and
gested to the Commissioners that the
about $16.00 a month for laborer§, in
tax be reduced from one per cent on
most cases from $1.55 to $1.65 an hour.
gross earnings to one-half per cent, but
DeMyer proposed no increases for
his proposal met with opposition from
the Alcoholic Beverage Administraat least two City Commissioners who
tor, nor for a part-time cemetery laborfelt that the added payroll tax revenue
er, but he did propose an increase in
should be-retained at its present level
the city judge's salary from $100 to
and diverted to an increase in em$200 a month; $13.50 a month for the
ployee salaries and other expansion
city clerk, from $321.50 to $335.00 a
plans.
month. He suggested a $42.50 a month
"These people have been working
increase for each of the patrolmen,
for years on a hand-out," Commissionfrom $357.50 a month to $400 a month,
er Bob Craven said of the City emand a $25 a month raise for the assistployees, "and they are still not getting
ant police chief, from $385 to $410 a
by."
month.
"I'll go along with that," comBy cutting the payroll tax in half.
mented Commissioner Charles GregDeMyer's tentative budget estimates
ory.
total revenues of $228,123, which alA public hearing on the proposed
lows a small operating surplus of
budget will be held at 7:00 p. m., June
$3,369.
23, at the City Hall. The public is inMayor DeMyer made it abundantvited to attend.
ly clear on Wednesday that he will not
In presenting a tentative budget
be a candidate for re-election to a third
to the Commission, totaling $224,754
term. He is not planning to serve as
for the next fiscal year, the total recity manager beyond July 1, and is not
flected an appropriation of approxiremotely interested in being employed.
mately $12,000 more for salaries than
(Continued on page Eight)

Veteran's Rep.
Coming Friday

Paducah To
Host Boat
Show July 6

H. S. Miles, contact representative of the Kentucky Disabled ExService Men's Board will be at the
Paducah, in Kentucky's Western
Fulton Chamber of Commerce from
9 a. m. until 3 p. m., tomorrow Waterland, will host boating en(Friday) to assist veterans and thusiasts on a four-to-seven-hour
their dependents with claims for trip over three rivers, two lakes
est in the project.
and an inland canal on July 6. It
Two prominent businessmen have benefits due them as a result of
will be the third annual "Ride
been named to head the committee. their miiltary service.
Round the Rivers".
They are Harold Henderson and
Ride Round the Rivers will take
Stanley Jones, who will name a
MINISTER OF MUSIC
place during the Paducah Summer
third member shortly.
Dale Cockrell has accepted the Festival, to be held July 5-13. The
In other business, the week of position of Minister of Musit at the Queen of the festival will ride a
June 8-14 was proclaimed as flag First Baptist Church in Fulton. He Coast Guard craft at the head
of
week for the twin cities as part of is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elliott the procession of boats. Boaters can
National Flag Week, which runs Cockrell of West Paducah, Ky.
set their own pace as they follow
concurrently; a resolution was
the route mapped out three years
passed which would continue South
ago by then-Mayor Tom Wilson.
Fulton's membership in the TenLUCY GRADUATES
The Coast Guard tioat leaves
nessee municipal league of cities;
Lucy Winter, daughter of Mr. sometime between 8 and 9 a. m.
and the Scruggs Equpiment Com- and Mrs. George Winter, Jr., was It will
lead boaters on an 80-mile
pany of Memphis submitted the low "capped" at the Baptist Hospital loop
along the Ohio, Cumberland
bid of $5,010 for a new refuse truck School of Nursing last Sunday. Her and
Tennessee Rivers and back to
body.
parents attended the exercises.
the Paducah starting point.

Iveys Visiting The
Terrys In Fulton
Col. and Mrs. Robert Ivey are
expected to arrive in Fulton today
(Thursday) from the Pacific for a
visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Terry.
For the past two years Col. Ivey
has been in Vietnam while Mrs.
Ivey has been residing in Manila.
Following their Fulton visit, they
will go to Ft. Bragg, N. C.
SUMMER REGISTRATION
Around 1300 students are expected to register today (Thursday) at
the University of Tennessee, Martin,
for the first summer term.
RABID DOG
The Graves County Health Department has confirmed the presence of a rabid dog in the Lynnville community. Four residents are
taking anti-rabies vaccine.

The Excellence Of Fulton's School Paper Impresses Amigo
Within the past few days Fultonians particularly, were shocked and
saddened that Governor Nelson
Rockefeller, on a Latin-American
fact-finding mission for President
Nixon, was stoned and abused by
rebellious students in Quito, Ecuador.

e.
MURRAY STATE STUDENT IN INTERNSHIP — Paul Westpheling,
junior at Murray State University from Fulton, has been selected to take
part in an eight-week television oriented internship at Northwestern University this summer. Given in cooperation with three Chicago television
stations, the course is designed to give the students the experience of
working in various departments at the stations. One of the academic assignments included is for the group to write and produce a 30 minutia
color television documentary over Chicago's NBC outlet. Werlpheling is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westprieling. (Photo by Wilson Woolley)

The deep interest was manifest
in the incidents because the twin
cities have many close ties with
that South American country. For
the past five years a total of almost 200 students have come here
to live in our homes, to laugh with
us, to work with us and to learn
from us, and us from them, the
great similarities that we share in
our ways of life.
Many warm and lasting friendships have been made in these
years between young people and
adults, and scarcely a week goes
by that someone in the area does

not receive some friendly message
from the continent to the south of
us.
It is not likely that any of the
"Amigos,' who have visited with
us were among the rioting students,
for they have learned through personal contact and experience that
at least one community in the
United States is making giant
strides to bridge the differences
that might separate us.
An evidence of the success of the
International Banana
Festival's
people-to-people diplomatic efforts
is revealed in a letter to Cathy
Hyland and Jim McCarthy, co-editors of the Fulton High School's
Kennel from an Amigo in the 1968
entourage here for the Festival.
The young student, Pablo Barrera Mena, president of the Journalism School at the American Col(Continued on Page Eight)

Jim McCarthy

Cathy Hyland

Arnie.- Pablo

Musings Fre fl
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IDOET'S CORNER

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Pdelookft
OVER THE LINE

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

THE FIGHTER
I fight a battle every day
Against discouragement and fear;
Some foe stands always in my way,
The path ahead is never clear.
I must forever be on guard
Against the doubts that skulk along;
I get ahead by fighting hard,
But fighting keeps my spirit strong.
I hear the croaking of Despair,
The dark predictions of the weak;
I find myself pursued by Care,
No matter what the end I seek;
My victories are small and few,
It matters not how hard I strive;
Each day the fight begins anew,
But fighting keeps my hopes alive.
My dreams are spoiled by circumstance,
My plans are wrecked by Fate or Luck;
Some hour, perhaps, will bring my chance,
But that great hour has never struck;
My progress has been slow and hard,
I've had to climb and crawl and swim,
Fighting for every stubborn yard;
But I have kept in fighting trim.
I have to fight my doubts away
And be on guard against my fears;
The feeble croaking of Dismay
Has been familiar through the years;
My dearest plans keep going wrong,
Events combine to thwart my will;
But fighting keeps my spirit strong,
And I am undefeated still!
— S. E. Kiser

A Transcontinental Train Trip May Not Be The
Fastest, But It Certainly Is Relaxing And Scenic
and I wonder just how many vacation
travelers ever consider this method of
Hurry—hurry—hurry. We live that traveling—at least one way—on their
way. We work that way. We play that summer travels to distant points.
way. We travel that way. And even
when vacation time rolls around and
Curiously, I found that the main
we look forward to a restful and relaxon the car were the railroaders
critics
place
of
ing two weeks away from the
business, what often happens?. . . We themselves .. . personnel who were
set our sights on some mecca two riding from point to point. Instead of
thousand miles away, grab a jet to get being pleasant company, they seemed
there, fight air terminal throngs, taxi- to want to criticize the railroad for its
cabs and local traffic to finally collapse shortcomings. At times, our dome car
for a few restful days. And then we was a little too cold, yet the conductor
turn around and battle our way home said he couldn't turn it down. The
chair car next to ours was too hot, yet
again.
he said he couldn't do a thing about it.
I know; I do the same thing. A I wondered if he just didn't give a
couple of weeks ago I left Kansas City hang. My roomette on the pullman car
by jet at 2: p. m. and arrived in Los was equipped with controls for hot OR
Angeles at 3: Just like going up in an cold air, and they all worked just fine.
elevator. One goes fast, but doesn't see
a thing eru-oute, and I wondered if
I couldn't help but contrast the in"getting there" couldn't be as much difference of railroad personnel to
fun as arriving.
those on the airlines. Airline personnel
both on the planes and at the ticket
counter
were friendly, helpful and
Coming back, I decided to find seemed to be anxious to see one comout; I took the train. I had wanted to fortable and assisted.
take the train from Los Angeles to San
I wondered if the age difference
Francisco, but it would have taken ten
wasn't
the problem. Her.e the airlines
hours to cover what the jet covered in
one. I wanted to take the train from are full of young, eager people dealing
San Francisco to Portland, but, again, with passengers, while the Union Pait would have taken 15 hours to cover cific (should I limit it to them?) is full
of old, indifferent men wearing old,
what I flew in two or so.
shiny uniforms, handling passengers
It took a day and a half coming as so much indifferent baggage.
back to the midwest by fast train to
cover what I could have covered by
I think it would be interesting to
fast jet in a very few hours, but I al- put some of those eager, young people
lowed the time, boarded the Union Pa- on the "City of Portland" for a few
cific's "City of Portland" at Portland months and let them use some of their
and settled down for a long, pleasant ingenuity in making the trip more atride back to Omaha, through country I tractive. If the airplane pilot can open
had read about all my life, flown over up the intercom to tell the passengers
teveral times.. . but had never seen. that "over on your right you will see
the snow-covered peak of Mount
Shasta",
and give you a commentary
The rail trip cost more than the on landmarks along the way, why
air trip, but it was well worth it. I un- couldn't a railroad conductor — or
loaded my gear in my little roomette someone else—mention some of the
and headed for the dome car, there to thousands of interesting things that
sit all afternoon marvelling at the are to be seen enroute. How would this
scenery in the Columbia river valley as sound coming over an intercom: "This
we rode right along the side of the is your engineer ... we are coming in
river. Then, as the river became nar- to Cheyenne on time and will have a
rower, we finally left it to begin our 45-minute inspection stop .. .and those
climb up into the rugged mountain of you who might like to see it, will
areas of eastern Oregon. After supper find an old stagecoach on display in the
in the diner—and the meal was good— lobby of the station. You can also find
I returned to the glass-enclosed dome postcards in the station and might even
car to enjoy the scenery until dark.
have time to write a few"! Or this one:
These dome cars are great for "This is your engineer speaking . . .
sightseeing, if it's your first trip on the over in the creek at the right you will
see a half-dozen moose if you look
route.
closely"!
(By P. W.)

I was up bright and early next
morning, and after a liesurely breakfast I climbed back to my perch to
watch the deer and the antelope scamper across the landscape as we sped
across western Wyoming. And I had
a look at some towns I have heard
about for many years but have never
before seen: Rawlins, Laramie, Cheyenne, North Platte . . . all landmarks
on the old "Oregon Trail" out of western Missouri.
I thoroughly enjoyed the train
trip. I haven't the faintest idea what
we flew over on the way out to the
west coast, but I can sure tell you what
the scenery looked like coming back,
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best An Around"

On the rail trip back I carried with
me an article written by Carl Nolte
that I had just clipped from the Sunday San Francisco Examiner. Says
Nolte, commenting that "rails are for
dollars, not people":"The Southern Pacific has the image of a struggling
operation, forced by the government to
run passenger trains no one rides, and
so strapped for cash that it has to
charge half-fare for babes in arms to
pick up an extra $21,000 a year. But
readers of the financial page know better. The SP took in close to a billion
dollars last year, and turned out a
$107.4 million profit, after taxes . . .
the lion's share from rail operations
and every nickel of rail profit from
freight trains".

Weekly Papers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton the
first of which was founded In 1880.
Second - class postage geld at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Solos Tax.

All I can say to the article is that
sometime soon, if you're making a trip
through scenic country, take a train
with a dome car on it and see the
scenery. This is some country, we live
in, but you'd never believe it as long•
as you stay above the clouds. Despite
the railroads' pessimistic outlook on
passenger travel, I somehow have the
feeling that crowded highways and
jammed airlines will give it a wellpatronized rebirth in the years ahead.

FULTON'S

I_En-017 Connem
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By Brenda Rowlett
Circulation for the Fulton County place, seeping like inkblots into the
Libraries and Bookmobile for the countryside."
month of May was a total of
4,693 books.
SCREEN PRINTING ON FABRIC, by Valerie Searle. Screen
TWELVE CITIE.S, -by John Gun- printing has evolved from the craft
ther. The author of the world-fam- of block printing which dates back
ous Inside books here applies his to prehistoric times. It is now one
unique zest and talent to cities of the main processes used in inrather than to continents or coun- dustry for the decoration of matries: London, Paris, Brussels, terial. It is possible to reproduce
Hamburg, Vienna, Rome, Warsaw, in the home several of the industrial
Moscow, Jerusalem, Beirut, Am- methods and most of the materials
man, and Tokyo. Today is, as he suggested in this book can he colsays, "the age par excellence of lected around the home.
great cities—huge and voracious
cities, proliferating all over the
CHARM HARBOUR, by Godfrey

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-June 10, 1949

Blunden. It is 1768. In warlike
mood, France and Spain conspire
to aid rebellion in the American
colonies. The British Admiralty
wants a base in the Western Pacific.
The Navy is taking out a party of
scientists to Observe the Transit of
Venus in the South Seas—an opportunity to probe these regions, in
particular to take a quiet look at
that strategic and well served harbour discovered by Quiros, called
Australia del Espiritu Santo. So
Captain James Cook and a company
of nearly a hundred seamen and
philosophers blunder into those
beautiful but perilous seas embraced by the Great Barrier Reef.

A form of big business that I
have always known about seems
never to have been recognized. And
I can think of few ways to investigate its activities, even though I
have known about them all my life.
I refer to marrying parsons who
live close to state lines, who are
handy for young couples who are
younger than their own states approve for matrimony or are escaping from Father and Mother,
with or without -parental consent.
Away down in the Jackson Purchase, some four air-line miles
south of Fidelity, was a famous
Gretna Green for our area. It was
called the Chestnut Tree, as if it
were as obvious a landmark as
Sulphur Spring Church or the
blacksmith shop at Fidelity. You
see, that tree was just across the
line in Henry County, Tennessee.
And, in my youth and long after,
the laws of Tennessee permitted
marriages on a slightly lower age
scale than did Kentucky. If the
wedding was to be a real elopement, the prospective bridegroom
and one of his friends secretly
made their way to Paris, Tennessee, and got the license. Then,
attended by a couple or two in their
buggies, the couple to get married
took a drive, usually starting out
as if to go in any direction except
south. On the way they were joined
by their attendants, and on they
went to meet the marrying parson
or justice of the peace at the Chestnut Tree. When I was a small boy.
I just assumed that this famous tree
was something special, that it stood
in some romantic spot that showed
(Continued on Page Seven)

Tsars is a study of absolute power
limited by fear of assassination.

A PLACE TO STAND, by Elton
Trueblood. This is a serious effort
to provide a basic and reasoned
guide for a solid Christian faith
necessary to encounter the world
today. It is addressed to those who
recognize the need for a strong
stand from which to operate in the
confusion of contemporary thought.
Ours has become an age, says Dr.
Trueblood, in which people simply
do not know what to think. Men
have always broken laws; that is
nothing new. Far more disturbing
is the prevailing notion that all
MORAL laws are limited to subTHE TSARS, by Ronald Hingley. jective reference.
This is a brilliant chronicle of all
of Russia's autocrats from Ivan
THE DAY OF THE SCORPION,
IV, Who in 1547 was the first to be by Paul Scott. It is with the arrest
formally crowned Tsar, to Nicholas and the taking into custody of one
II, whose abdication in 1917 abrupt- man of influence, a Moslem proly and irrevocably ended the Tsar- vincial ex-minister, that the Day
ist regime. In a larger sense, The
(Continued on Page Seven)

ning. Refreshments were served to a large number of
guests.
In a sweet, ceremony at Chapel Hill, Miss Ann
Averitt Roper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Averitt
Roper, became the bride of Gerald Roper, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Max Roper of Hickman. The Rev, Walter Mischke of the First Methodist Church performed the ceremony Saturday morning at ten o'clock. The popular
couple will make their home in Memphis.

The subject of a clubhouse has long been a desire in
the minds of country club officials and members, and a
Miss Marilee Beadles, who has been attending Florpicnic lunch will be served at the Country Club tonight, ida Southern College, Lakeland, is spending her vacaand the project will be discussed.
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles.
William Ernest Bell, engine foreman; Clem Reed
Collins, freight agent, and Jake Huddleston, locomotive
engineer, all of Fulton, are among the fifty employees of
the Illinois Central Railroad who will be honored on
June 17 in Chicago, when they will receive gold passes
for completing a half-century of employment.

In a ceremony of simplicity, Miss Ruth Hays Graham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Ray Graham, became
the bride of Thomas Maddox, son of Mrs. E. C. Maddox
and the late Mr. Maddox. The impressive ceremony was
solemnized at ten o'clock Monday in the parlor of the
First Methodist Church, with the Rev. W. E. M'schke
officiating. Immediately following the ceremony Mr.
Miss Lois Jean Hindman, daughter of Mrs. M. W. and Mrs. Maddox left on a wedding trip and, on their
Haws, was among the 3,541 students receiving degrees return, will be at home to their friends in the B. B. Alexat the commencement exercises at Northwestrn Univer- ander apartment on Walnut Street.
sity recently.
Miss Elizabeth Ward complimented her sister, Miss
Tuesday, June 14, will be Flag Day in Fulton. The Vada Bell Ward, bride-elect of Carl Puckett, Jr., with a
Spanish American War Veterans Auxiliary will be in lovely miscellaneous shower Friday afternoon at her
charge of the flag sale and, with the help of the Girl home on Paschall Street,
Scouts, will canvass Fulton. The proceeds of the sale
will go to the disabled Spanish American War Veterans
Mesdames Robert, Ray and Warren Graham were
in hospitals in Lexington and in Memphis.
hostesses to a lovely luncheon Friday at the Derby Cafe,
when they complimented Miss Ruth Graham, who was
A group of high school girls and boys have return- married Monday morning to Thomas Maddox. A delected from a camping trip to Natches Trace, chaperoned able three-course luncheon was served, following which
by Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Bertes Pigue, Mrs. Har- bridge was enjoyed, with Miss Andy DeMyer winning
ry Murphy and Mrs. Homer Wilson. Those making the the prize. Mrs. J. A. Poe received consolation prize. The
trip were: Miss Nancy Wilson, Billy Browning; Miss honoree was presented a gift book of favorite recipes of
Cissy Murphy, Glenn Roberts; Miss Carmen Pigue, Jer- the guests and two sherbet glasses in her crystal patry Forrest; Miss Ann Latta, Adrian Mann; Miss Ann tern.
McDade, Dan Collins.
Water Valley: Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hicks honored their
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Luther honored Mr. and Mrs. daughter, Lillian Faye, with a birthday supper Tuesday,
Billy Gilbert, who were recently married, with a house- May 31. She received many nice gifts. Those present
hold shower at their home in South Fulton last Friday were Drucilla Cathey, Bobby Wiggins, Sue Pickens,
night. Several contests were enjoyed during the eve- Gene Tibbs, Billy Wiggins and the honoree.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTERESTS
Kentucky's Own Jesse Stuart
To Direct MU Writing Course
Kentuckian Jesse Stuart, known
around the world for his creative
writing skill, will direct a Creative
Writing Workshop at Murray State
University June 30-July 18 to help
other aspiring writers.
Four writing forms—short story,
novel, poetry and articles—will be
offered during the three-week
course. Stuart, who will teach the
art of the short story, will be joined
by three other professional writers
on the faculty.
Other faculty members and the
classes they will teach include:
Mrs. Wilma Dykeman Stokely,
Newport, Tenn., the novel; Lee
Pennington, a teacher at Jefferson
Community College in Louisville,
poetry; and L. J. Hortin, director
of journalism at Murray State, articles for magazines and other publications.

ing and school administration.
Stuart earned the A. B. degree
at Lincoln Memorial University
and has done graduate work at
Vanderbilt University and George
Peabody College in Nashville.
Among his honors are the Jeanette Sewal Davis Poetry Prize, a
Guggenheim Fellowship for creative writing and travel, the Thomas
Jefferson Memorial Award, and the
choice of "Taps for Private Tussle"
as a Book-of-the-Month selection.
The workshop he will direct at
Murray State is designed to foster
and encourage creative writing by
affording students an opportunity
for a close working relationship
with professional writers.
Students may enroll in any one
of the four courses for three semester hours credit or for noncredit and may audit any of the
other three classes without additional charge.
Enrollment
application forms
may be obtained by writing to:
Wilson Gantt, Registrar, Murray
Sta`e University, Murray, Kentucky, 42071,

Stuart has participated in several
creative writing workshops. The
Greenup County writer's works, including novels, short stories, poems
and other writings, are in circulation In several languages.
Much of his work—from scribbled
notes to finished manuscripts and
books—is on deposit in the threeroom Jesse Stuart Suite in the Murray State library. The original draft
The News takes pleasure in wishof his novel,"Taps for Private Tus- ing "Happy Birthday' to the folsle," which sold more than two lowing friends:
million copies, is housed there.
June
13:
Teresa
Holman;
He made the university library a June 15: Ricky Mendenhal, J. B.
depository for his writings as a re- Nanney; June 16: Dona Halley,
sult of close relationships formed K. M. Winstead;
during his recuperation from a
June 17: Alan Ray Terrell; June
near-fatal heart attack following a
speech to the First District Educa- 18: Jeffree Swearingen; June 19:
tion Association at the university Mrs. Ruth Grooms.
in 1954.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Also a farmer, teacher, principal
and school supervisor, Stuart has
written two books—"The Thread
That Runs So True" and "Mr. Gallion's School"—that are considered
exceptional contributions to teach-

ADMITS KENTUCKIANS
The University of Kentucky admits Kentucky residents who graduate from an accredited high
school upon application and the
filing of the required forms.

Judy Olive Salesman
For Murray State News

Miss Linda Whitnel's Engagement
To Mr. Crimm Is Announced Today

Judy Olive of Fulton has been
appointed ad salesman for the Murray State News at Murray State
University for the 1969-70 school
year.
Miss Olive, daughter of Carter
Olive of 303 Second St., is a junior
home economics major. She is a
member of Kappa Delta social sorority.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winfred Whitnel are announcing the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Miss Margaret Linda Whitnel, to Mr.
Jesse Carlton Crimm of Greensboro, North Carolina.
Miss Whitnel was graduated
from Fulton High School and received her B. A. degree in sociology
from Converse College in Spartanburg, South Carolina, in 1966. Until
recently she was employed by the
Forsyth County Public Welfare Department, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, as a social worker.

his B. A. degree in history fro*
College,
Wofford
Spartanburr. _
South Carolina. He is a membo,
of Pi Kappa Phi social fraternity.
Mr. Grimm has been a member of
the teaching staff of the Greensboro City School System. At present
he is serving with the United States
Mr. Crimm was graduated from Army at Fort Leonard Wood, MisGrimsley High School in Greens- souri, where he is receiving trainboro, North Carolina, and received ing in the engineering corps.

Mrs. Coplen
Gives Program
At WSCS Meet
The Women's Society of Christian
Service of the South Fulton United
Methodist Church met Monday
night, June 9, in the home of Mrs.
Mary Jane Vincent on Collins
Street.
The meeting was called to order
by the president, Mrs. Virginia
Jones. The purpose of the society
was repeated in unison. Mrs. Lillie
Tarver called the roll and read the
minutes of the last meeting, in the
absence of Mrs. Ruth Carroll, secretary. Mrs. Katherine Palmer
gave the treasurer's report. A love
offering was taken for supply work.
Reports were made on cards and
visits to the sick.
Mrs. Mavis Parker was welcomed into the society as a new member.
Mrs. Elizabeth Coplen gave an
entitled,
program
interesting
"Love Is—Love Does". Mrs. Elsie
Provow gave the devotional and
dismissed the meeting with prayer.
Mrs. Vincent served delicious refreshments to 17 members and one
visitors, Mrs. Vida 'McClure.
The next meeting will be a picnic at the City Park, July 14. Hostesses will be Mrs. Grace Griffin
and Mrs. Majorie Walker.

First Methodist Church Setting
For Wedding, Miss Allen Reveals

Mr. and Mrs. Willingham

Former Pastor Reads Wedding Vows
To Miss Crocker And Mr. Willingham

On Saturday the twenty fourth day of May, nineteen hundred and sixty-nine, at two o'clock in the after!loon, Miss Phyllis Gale Crocker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. V. 0. Crocker, and James Terry Willingham, son of
Mrs. James Willingham and the late James Willingham, were united in marriage in an impressive ceremony in the sanctuary of the First Baptist Church.

Miss Ruby Carolyn Allen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Henderson Allen, is today announcing
final plans for her marriage to Mr.
Dewey Eugene Dunavant, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Wayne Dunavant.
The double-ring ceremony will be
solemnized in the First United
Methodist Church of Fulton on
Sunday, June 29, 1969, at three
o'clock in the afternoon. The Reverend George W. Comes, pastor,
will officiate.
Providing the special nuptial
music will be Mrs. L. G. Logan at
the organ and Mr. Vyron Mitchell,
soloist.
The bride will be given in marriage by her father. She has chosen
Miss Roma Kay Foster of Water
Valley, Kentucky, as her maid of
honor. Other bridesmaids will be
Miss Cynthia Ann Homra, Miss
Rita Sue Craven and Mrs_ Kenneth

Foster Story
At Bardstown
Opens June 14

Phillips, sister of the groom all of
Fulton. Miss Jane Ann Suffill,
cousin of the bride, of Murray,
Kentucky, will be junior bridesmaid. Little Miss Tina Olivia Dunavant. sister of the groom, will be
the flower girl.
Mr. Dunavant has chosen hi.
father, Mr. Edwin Wayne Dunavant, as his best man. Other
groomsmen and ushers will be Mr,
Joe C. Berryman of Memphis,
Tennessee, Mr. Dennis Coleman of
Martin, Tennessee, Mr. Charles
Mark Allen, Mr. Paul Michael
Butts, Mr. David Winston and Mr.
Kenneth Phillips, all of Fulton.
No invitations are being sent locally, but all friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception, which will be
held immediately following the
ceremony in the basement of the
church.

Miss Allen Is
Honored With
Bridal Party

1823 as an important center of land
sales for the entire Purchase area,
which had been opened by Andrew
Jackson's and Isaac Shelby's treaty
with the Chickasaw Indians in 1818.
He recalled the settling of the
Restored and relocated on the the contributions of the Murray city
The Reverend John David Laida,
Murray State University campus, council and the Calloway County area by people from the original 13
Calloway County's first courthouse fiscal court in the early stages of states who brought with them their pastor of the First Baptist Church Edward Willingham, brother of the
"The Stephen Foster Story"
self-government
and
concepts
of
of Clarksville, Tenn., officiated at groom of Memphis, Tenn. GroomsMiss Caivn Allen, bride-elect of
was dedicated in ceremonies Sun- the campaign - to preserve the hisopens its llth season June 14 at
county government.
the double ring ceremony.
day afternoon as a reminder of the toric landmark.
vant. was entertained
men were Stuart Gayle Voelpel. J. Dan Talbott Amphitheatre in Eugene D
"In Kentucky, pioneer state of the
tradition of self-government.
Mrs. J. U. McKendree presented Charles Mark Allen of Fulton and Bardstown with a new "Jeannie." with a pre-nuptial luncheon TuesMuch of the early restoration West, the early settlers first deday, June 10. 1969, at the Holiday
Speaking to about 200 people
a program of nuptial music. In- Richard Gerrish, of Lexington, Ky.
work on the old building, moved to veloped real democracy," he conLinda Croouch replaces two-year Inn by Mrs. R. W. Bushart, Mrs.
gathered at the east edge of the
cluded in the selections were cousin of the groom. Ushers were
the Murray State campus in 1966, tinued. "This was Andrew Jackson
star
Chrys
Crowder
as
the
girl
Richard Cardwell, Mrs. L. M. Mccampus on Chestnut Street, Dr,
"Somewhere,"
Exodus Ronald Wall, Wayne Doan of Pa"T h e
was done by the Jackson Purchase country. It was here the principal
"with the light brown hair." Mike Bride, Mrs. Tom Nanney. Mrs.
Will Frank Steely, a native CaboSong," "Somewhere My Love," ducah. Ky., fraternity brother of
Historical Society and later, in 1968, of judging man—not by his ancesMorton
will
play
Stephen
for
the
Glynn Bushart and Miss Gail Busway Countian and former chairman
"The Swan" by Saint Saens, the groom, Michael Tate and Edtaken over by the Caltoway County tors—but by how effectively he
second year.
hart.
of the history department at Mur"Schubert's Ava Maria" and "The ward Crocker, nephews of the
Retired Teachers Association.
given
was
first
ax
swing
The
drama
an
could
wilt
be performed
ray State, called the story-and-sRosary."
bride.
From her trousseau, the honoree
nightly at 8:30 p. m. in the 1,000About $5,000 was raised to fi- trail on a statewide scale."
halt log structure "a rich historic
The vows were pledged before
Mrs.
Crocker
chose
for
her
daughseat
Amphitheatre
except Mon- chosen a yellow linen suit with a
nance the restoration, which include
Steely also followed the develop- an altar banked with palms, illumiitem."
ter's wedding a shadow pink silk days. Sunday matinees begin June whip cream printed blouse. Her
Now dean of Clinch Valley Col- a new roof of cypress hand-rived ment of county government from its nated by myriads of burning yellow shantung shift accented
with motif 22 at 3 p. m. at Bardstown High accessories were bone. She was
lege of the University of Virginia shingles, a new chimney, replace- origin in England in the Late 9th tapers in brass spiral candelabra. of lace centered with
seed pearls School's air-conditioned auditorium. presented a daisy corsage by the
at Wise, Va., Steely noted the im- ment of doors and windows, grad- century to modern times, relating A central arrangement of yellow and featuring an attractive
neckFor tickets call 348-5971 (Bards- hostesses.
portance of the 20-foot square ing and terracing of the lot, con- the political heritage of today in gladiola, flanked on either side by line with a fold of the
same ma- town) or write The Stephen Foster
The table centerpiece was a percourthouse—the first public build- struction of a retaining wall, and rural America to early England.
large jade trees and Standard can- terial with a dainty bow.
Her ac- Drama Association, Drawer D,
manent daisy arrangement which
"As rural America dies, what delabra, added to the setting. The cessories were of the same
ing in the Jackson Purchase as erection of a split rail fence around
shade. Bardstown, Ky. 40004.
part
of
the
site.
was given to the bride-elect as a
can be salvaged from our rural aisles were marked with yellow Complementing
a center of land sales after its conher attire, she wbre
Steely, before leaving his position English heritage? We must save satin bows.
hostess gift. Each place was markstruction in 1823.
a small hat of matching hues. She
eed with place cards carrying out
"I know of no shrine west of Lou- at Murray State, was one of the and perpetuate the most precious
The radiant bride, given in mar- wore a pink cymbidium pinned at
the theme.
isville more integral to the history people involved in the early move- cultural tradition, self-government, riage by her father, wore a tradi- her shoulder.
of the State of Kentucky—and that ment to preserve the courthouse the tradition of counting heads in- tional gown of silk organza over
Those attending were the honoMrs.
Willingham,
mother of the
includes a cabin in a national park building. He traced its history from stead of breaking heads," he said. bridal taffeta, which featured a
ree, Mrs. Thomas Allen, mother of
groom wore a beige silk dress with
at Hodgenville," he said.
fitted bodice with low rounded
the bride, Mrs. Wayne Dunavant,
A crowd that included many pubneckline with Calais lace and apricot embroidery, styled with
A record summer enrollment is mother of the groom, Mrs. Jimmy
lic figures began to congregate
bracelet length sleeves. Around the torso waist line with wide pleats.
Stephens and Mrs. Kenneth Philearly for a look at the old building
waistline was a motif of appliqued Her accessories were beige and expected at Murray State Univer- pa, sisters of the groom, Mrs.
first located at the county seat of
Calais lace. The controlled skirt she complemented her choice with sity when students register Monday, Laurence Suffill, Murray. Kentucky,
Wadesboro and to take part in the
was fashioned with a band of lace a small hat of apricot and yellow June 16, for the eight-week summer aunt of the bride, Mrs. Steve Farmflowers. Pinned at her shoulder was term.
program on a shaded, grassy knoll
which extended down the front. The
a green cymbidium.
"All indications are that the er, Mrs. Carl Pirtle. Mrs. George
across the "street from the new
soft pleats of the skirt swept into
Moore, Mrs. Robert Hyland. Mrs.
courthouse site.
Mrs. Phillip Putnam of Alexan- graduate enrollment will be up Ernest
a chapel train, finished at the back
Cardwell, Mrs, Lewis
Claude Rowland of Murray Route
with a miniature bow and panels. dria. Va. wearing a pink dotted noticeably, while the undergraduate Thompson, Mrs. Joe Mac Reed,
enrollment is also expected to in2, great grandson of Reuben E.
Her bridal veil of silk illusion was swiss original, kept the register in
Mrs,
Seldon Reed, Mrs. Lonnie
crease
slightly," said
Wilson
Rowland, who contracted for $100
of mantilla design bordered with the foyer of the church, where the Gantt.
director of admissions and Roper, Mrs. Ward Bushart
to build the courthouse 146 years
lace and appliqued motifs of lace. guests were received after the cereMrs.
Herbert
Goulder, Mrs. Jack
registrar.
ago, and Dr. Hunter Hancock, acHer only jewelry was a cameo mony. Mrs. Putnam's corsage was
Allen, Mrs. Kaye Walker, Miss
Gantt
said
he
bases
his
estimate
tive from the beginning in the
pendant, worn by the maternal of white carnations.
on the number of inquiries about Roma Foster, Miss Rita Craven
campaign to get the building regrandmother of the groom and a
When the couple left for the wed- the summer session, applications and the hostesses.
stored, unveiled a 3/
1
2-foot by 4/
1
2gift of the groom.
ding trip, the bride was wearing a by new students and the actual
foot, bronze historical marker in
Her bouquet was a cascade of two piece tangerine linen suit with notifications by students that they
front of the structure.
yellow cymbidium orchids and white accessories. She wore the will be enrolled.
The marker, erected by the Kenorchids from her bridal bouquet.
stephanotis, nestled in tulle.
Summer classes begin Tuesd.e.
tucky Historical Society and the
Among the out-of-town guests June 17, and continue through
Mrs. Riley Tate, sister of the
Kentucky Department of Highwayst
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
WillingAugust 8. A large selection of both
bride, served as matron of honor
reads
and bridesmaids were Miss Carol ham and son Tommy, Mr. and Mrs. graduate and undergraduate cours"FIRST COURT HOUSE First
Herbert
Lanstreet
of
Memphis,
Memphis, Tenn,
es is available.
Luther, Mrs. Lynn Jetton of Fulton
public building in Jackson Purand Miss Sadie Briggs of Lexing- Tenn.; Mr, and Mrs. David Rieke
chase area. Built in 1823 for $100,
June 10, 1969
ton, Ky. The bridemaids wore of Paducah, Ky.; Dr. and Mrs. Edit was originally erected at Wadesidentical dresses, floor length of ward Crocker, Scott and John. Mr.
Dear Jo:
boro, Calloway County seat, 1822Have
you
been
wondering
about
mint green Jarkata crepe. The em- and Mrs. W. 0. Crocker, Mrs. the use of certain fibers in Home
23, where its first session of court
You will find enclosed a check for
pire bodice, with lace neckline, Charles Clark, Jackson, Tenn.; Furnishings? In 1966, the last actual
was held Feb. 13, 1823. Remained
was finished at the waist with Mrs. Bill Fox, Savannah, Tenn.; date on the subect showed about my renewal. Don't want to miss
in use till new one built in 1831.
motifs dyed to match lace. The Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Crocker, Mrs. 50 percent of the fiber used in home one, look forward every Friday for
Murray became county seat in
short sleeves were also finished Bruce Van Diver and Jana, Mr. furnishings was cotton, 46 percent my paper.
1843 and the log building was movwith lace and a small bow. An A- and Mrs. Carl Page and Judy of manmade, and 5 percent wool. Aled here then. It has been used as
The first thing I read in it is
Memphis, Tenn.; Mrs. Glynn Holt,
a residence for over a century."
MARKER UNVEILING — Claude Rowland (left) of Murray Route 2 line skirt held a detachable double Dianne and Allyson Mae, Tim most all of the fiber in sheets and your notebook you always write.
panel
was
completed
and
with
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
great grandson of Reuben E. Rowland, who built the original Calloway matching Venice lace and bow at Crocker, of Milan Tenn.; Mr. and other bedding (such as pillow Enjoy them so much. I always reState president, received the courtcases, outside covers for mattresses mark, "Well, I wonder what Jo has
Mrs. Jewell Briggs, Clinton, Ky.:
house building on behalf of Callo- County courthouse on a $100 contract in 1823, and Dr. Hunter Hancock, the bottom. Their headpieces were
and furniture pads) and towels and to say this week."
and Mts. Charles Schrader of
Jarkata
circlets
crepe
of
green
with
way County, the City of Murray, who was active in the campaign to preserve the historic structure, untowelings, and much (71 percent) of
Union
City,
Tenn.
panel
a
floor
of
length
matched
I know you are proud of your
and the university. M. 0. Wrather, veil a bronze marker in front of the restored
that in bedspreads and guilts was
log building. The 3/
1
2-foot veiling fastened to the circlets to
executive vice president of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Willingham will cotton. Man-made fiber was ahead grandbaby. I sure was my first one.
1
2-foot marker was erected by the Kentucky Historical Society and form a cap-like effect. They carried make their home in Oxnard, Cali- of the other fibers for carpets
State, served as master of cere- by 4/
and Here's wishing you much happiness
monies and Leslie R. Putnam, re- the Kentucky Department of Highways on the site of the courthouse on Colonial bouquets of yellow and fornia, where he has accepted a rugs: draperies, upholstery, and with it.
tired Murray State faculty mem- Chestnut Street at the east edge of the Murray State University campus. white daisies with yellow satin position with the Department of slipcovers; and
blankets and
Sincerely,
streamers.
ber, delivered the invocation and
Navy at the Pacific Missile Range blanketings.
(Photo by Dwain McIntosh)
Mugu.
benediction. Wrather acknowledged
Serving as best man was Charles at Point
—Mrs. Mildred W. Potts
Mrs. Myrtie Moore

Calloway's First Courthouse Is
Dedicated At Impressive Program

Murray Expecting
Record Enrollment

Letters To Editor

Congratulations!

Saluit

We Salute The
Dairy Farmer

V.
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Evans Drug Store
Main Street

Fulton

We Serve
The
Dairy Farmer

E. W. James and Sons
Union City - Hickman - South Fulton

Farm Better With
Quick Get-Away Picnic! Baste a pre-cooked ham in butter and mustard. Toss together a sour cream potato salad. Pack up some cheeses, fruits and vegetables.
Butter small bread loaves. Refrigerate a large thermos of milk. Take along a grill for heating ham and potato salad. Then find a soft grassy spot to feast.

Fresh'n Refreshing Dairy Foods are delicious summer time-savers

Clean, Fresh
Electricity
Hickman - Fulton Co.

RECC
Get out of the kitchen and
into the fun of summer in
a hurry. Milk, cheese,

Thank You for Your Business

Our Hats Are Off

sour cream and cottage

To Our Friends

cheese will help you do it.
Your

outdoor

practically

meal

is

ready-made

Cayce Lime and Fertilizer
THE DAIRY FARMERS

when you plan it around
fresh 'n refreshing dairy

Serving area farmers

delights.
Try the imaginative meal
pictured above. It's one of

for half a decade.

Butts Mill
Broadway

South Fulton

the quickest ways in the
world to get away from it

For All The Dairy
Farmers car, truck or
tractor needs
All Roads Lead To

C. B. & 0. Tire Company
Reed Street

alL thanks to milk and all

Fulton

the good things made
from milk.

A Salute
to the dairy farmers

Southern States Co-Op
central avenue

nalliMPOPPY.

South Fulton

Thanks For Everything
Dairy Farmer

Congratulations on a

Temco Tractor Parts

successful year

Broadway South Fulton

Coca-Cola Boiling Company

Baler Twine -- Mower Parts

Of Fulton, Ky.
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gt
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Deaths

HOSPITAL NEWS

Mrs.Eula W. Harrison Mrs. Lillian Murphey
Mrs. Eula Winsett Harrison,
widow of Mack S. Harrison, passed
away in a Nashville Hospital on
Sunday. June 8.
Graveside services were held
June 10 in Memphis at Memorial
Park, with Memphis Funeral Poplar Chapel in charge.
Mrs. Harrison, a former resident
of Fulton, lived in Memphis for
many years, moving to Nashville
last October to make her home
with her son, F. M. Harrison.
In addition to her son and a
grandchild, she is survived by
three sisters, Mrs. E. K.(Walker,
Jr., and Mrs. Bailey Prichard, both
of Memphis, and Mrs. P. B. Barcroft of Greenville, Miss.

James Harrison
Funeral services weer held Sunday, June 8. for James F. Harrison, in the Old Bethel Missionary
Church, of which he was a member. Rev. Howard Miller officiated. Burial, in charge of Jackson
Funeral Home at Dukedom, was in
the church cemetery.
Mr. Harrison, 55, died suddenly
at his home, Route 1, Lynnville,
Friday nl
He was the son of the late George
and Janie Wilson Harrison, who
moved to Graves County from Virginia, and was a farmer.
He is survived by his wife, of
Route 1, Lynnville; one son, Glenn
of Detroit; four daughters, Mrs.
Carl Griffith of Palmersville, Mrs.
John Hargrove of Detroit, Mrs.
Jerry Wheeler of Chicago and Sandra Gail Harrison of Route 1, Lynnville; also two brothers and two
sisters.

CLASSIFIED ADS
FEMALE HELP WANTED —
Personnel Administrator. Rewarding opportunity for career minded
high school graduate. Screen, interview and test job applicants. Individual selected will receive full
company training. Phone Ray A.
Withoit, director, Industrial Relations and Training, Henry I. Siegel
Company, Fulton, Ky., 472-2321.

Mrs. Lillian Murphey died Saturday morning in Western Baptist
Hospital at Paducah, following several weeks' illness.
Funeral services were held on
Sunday, June 8, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, with Rev. Ellis
Veale officiating. Burial was in
Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Murphey, 79, was born in
Perry County, Tenn., the daughter
of the late William H. and Mary
Duncan Shannon. She was the
widow of Harry Murphey, who preceded her in death in 1963.
She was a member of the First
Christian Church and of the Sara
Dean Sunday School Class, which
she taught for many years. She was
also former president of Circle One,
and the Christian Women's Fellowship.
Surviving are two sisters, Mrs.
Walter L. Cowan of Nashville and
Mrs. Arch Peebles of Holiday,
Tenn., and a half-brother, Egbert Frank Woolf,
manager of the Henry I. Siegel factory in South Fulton, is shown here presenting awards to six
Matthews of Clinton.
workers in recognition of superior performance for four consecutive pay periods (eight weeks). From left to
right: Norma Sue Lamb, Lurleen Gill, Juanita Jones, plant manager Frank Woolf, Frances Travis, Jessica
Brown and Jo Ann Alexander.
(Photo by Stewart)
(see story on page One)

Mrs. Nola Ligon

Mrs. Nola A. Ligon died in Parkview Convalescent Home at Paducah Tuesday night, June 10, following a long illness.
Funeral services will be held at
two o'clock this (Thursday) afternoon in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Herbert J. Simpson, pastor of the First Christian
Church in Paducah, and Rev. Ellis
J. Veale, pastor of the First Christian Church in Fulton, officiating.
Burial will be in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Ligon, 88, was born in
Calloway County, Ky., the daughter of the late W. P. and Almeda
Lee Allbritten. She was the widow
of D. C. Ligon, who died in 1944,
and was a member of the Christian
Church in Fulton.
Surviving are two brothers, Nix
Allbritten of Paducah and Joe Allbritten of Louisville; one sister,
Mrs. Lena Harpole of Louisville.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

The following were patients in
Fukon hospitals on Wednesday,
June 11:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Bobby
Rushing, David
Sneed, Mrs. Chester Bennett, Mrs.
Mabel O'Connor, Riley Tate, Fulton; Albert Mayhall, Noah Clark,
Gwendolyn Hobson, South Fulton;
Jenus Hussey, Route 1, Fulton;
Mrs. Paul Bradley, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Roy Jones, E. H. Bennett,
Wingo; Mrs. Aubrey Coplen, Mayfield; Charles Hicks, Lynnville;
Mrs. James Maynard, Route 3,
Martin; Mrs. J. D. Campbell, Clinton; Mrs. Vernon Forsythe, Hickman; Leon Jones, Sr., link—. City.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Miss Catherine Lowe, Mrs. Mildred Yates, Grady Varden, Ricky
Paschal, William Johnson, E. N.
Houston, Mrs. Maude Hurlburt, Buford Sisson, Henry Grissom, Mrs.
Mattie Cook, Fulton; Mrs. Mary
McWhorter, Miss Brenda Overby,
Mrs. Lillian Hensley, Miss Pati
Ross, Mrs. Louise Carter, South
Fulton; Miss Allie Murchison, Mrs.
Mainie Cox, Jeff Harrison, Route 1,
Fulton; Larry Joyner, Thomas McClain, R V. Witherspoon, • Mrs.
Elizabeth Reams, Rt. 3, Fulton;
Mrs. Amy Lowe, Mrs. Lois Harrison, Rt. 4, Fulton; Miss Maud Sisson, Rt. 1, Dukedom; Mrs. Cora Bell
Carter, Mrs. Opal Jones, Water
Valley; Mrs. Charles Singleton,
Route 2, Water Valley; Mrs. Radie
Carter, Clinton; Mrs. Reba Colthorpe, Route 3, Wingo; Mrs. Grace
Griffin, Union City: Mrs. Daphne
Mathis, Martin; Mrs. Willie Ruth
McClanahan, Route I. Crutchfield.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Between Martin and Union City

STARTS THURSDAY
June 12 to June 18

Mrs. W. L. Carter

4-H members in the Purchm
Area will have an opportunity I
participate in the Kentucky 4-Dairy Judging contest to be on ti
campus of the University of Ker
tucky, August 5 and 6, provick
they qualify. In order to qualit
they must take part in trainn.
meetings that have been held at
those that will be held throughoi
the summer.
Below is a schedule for meetint
to be held in June. 4-H membel
should attend the meeting neare
them.
Wednesday, June 11 — Charl(
E. Hobbs farm located about
miles east of Fancy Farm on Higl
way 80.
Thursday, June 12 — Charles I
Stark Farm located in Callow2
County about 2 miles north (
Stella.
Friday, June 13 — Loyd Gholsc
Farm located in Ballard Count
close to Kevil.
Boys and girls participating
the state contest will also have
opportunity to tour the Universit
of Kentucky in order to know mot
about educational opportunities c
fered by the University.
Top three teams that will consi
of Senior members will be selecte
The first team selected will pa
ticipate in the National Dairy Jud
ing contest to be held in Columbu
Ohio. The 2nd place team will pa
ticipate in a contest that will I
held at the International Livestoc
Judging Contest in Chicago. Ti:
3rd team will participate in tl
contest to be held at the Mid-Soul
Fair.
FINANCIAL AID
The Office of Student Financi
Aid at the University of Kentuei
distributes financial aid applic:
tion forms to all Kentucky hit
schools. Out-of-state students me
secure applications by writing d
rectly to the Office of Student F
nancial Aid.

FOR SALE

(ADULTS ONLY)

COMMONWEALTH of KENTUCKY
Funeral services for Mrs. W. L. Like a proud mother, Geneva Knowles (second from left) congratulates Lin-leen Gill, Juanita Jones and
DEPARTMENTS of HIGHWAYS Carter were held yesterday (Wed(photo by Stewart)
Norma Sue Lamb for receiving awards for outstanding production performance.
nesday) in Hornbeak Funeral Home
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
chapel, with Rev. George Comes,
Sealed bids will be received by pastor
of the First United Methodist
the Department of Highways, at its
Church, officiating. Burial was in
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until Fairview
News From Our
Cemetery.
10:00 A. M. Eastern Daylight Time
Mrs. Carter died Monday in
on the 20th day of June, 1969, at
Boys In The
which time bids will be publicly Haws Memorial Nursing Home,
opened and read for the improve- following an extended illness.
Mrs. Carter, 73, was born in
ment of:
Weakley County, Tenn., the daughRS GROUP 63 (1969)
ter of the late Calvin Cornelius and
Fulton Co., RS 38-387
LONG XUYEN, VIETNAM—
The Hampton (Finch) Road from Rebecca Myrick Smith. She had
Army Private First Class Terry L
the Clinton-Moscow Road to KY made her home in Fulton since her
Huddle, 20, son of Mr. and Mrs
marriage to W. L. Carter in 1926.
924, a distance of 1.140 miles.
Rex Ruddle, 605 W. Stateline, FulBituminous Concrete Surface Class She was a member of the first
United Methodist Church and of the
ton, Ky.. was assigned last month
I.
Character Builders Sunday School
to the 324th Signal Company near
Fulton Co., RS 38-587
Long Xuyen, Vietnam.
The
Miller-Ledford-Brownsville Class and Women's Society of
(KY 1282) Road from KY 94 to KY diristian Service.
311, a distance of 3.800 miles.
She is survived by her husband,
Bituminous Concrete Surface Class of South Fulton; one daughter,
COVERY FORCE — BoatsMrs. William S. Murphy of St. Oharwain's Mate First Class Carl U.
Bid proposals for all projects will les, 1111; one step-son, Gordon Carter
Micher, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
be available until 12:00 NOON of Avon Park, Ohio; five grandDewey M. Misher of 212 William
EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME on children, a daughter-in-Law, a
St., and husband of the former Miss
the day preceding the bid opening nephew and two nieces.
Joannie McGowain of 306 McComb
at the Office of Contract Services
St., all of Fulton, Ky., is serving
at a cost of $2 each. Bid proposals
aboard the communications relay
are issued only to prequalified conship USS Arlington, a unit of Task
HOME AGAIN!
tractors, except on projects upon
Force 130, for the manned flight of
which the prequalification requireDr. R. V. Putnam has returned
Apollo 10.
ments have been waived. Remit- from the Baptist Hospital at MemThe ship's mission is to serve as
tance payable to the 'State Treasur- phis, where he underwent surgery,
the major relay station for comer of Kentucky must accompany re- and continues to improve at his
munications of the primary re
quest for proposals.
home.
covery units.

4-H Members To
Participate In
Dairy Judging

DYER SEED BEANS

Three In The Attic
— and —
Killers Three

Nematode Resistant,
92("
( Germ

$3.25 per bushel cash
CALL—Scott DeMyer
Or - Cayce Lime Compan

SERVICE

selling real estate.
Property Management and Apprais' als.

Keith Akin Realty
Keith Akin Broker
Licensed and Bonded

Phone 472-1142

*VERY IMPO'RTANT POPS

The Apollo 10 mission is one of
the final steps before reaching the
ultimate goal of the Apollo program, to land on the moon for
limited observation and exploration
and assure their safe recovery upon
return to earth.

TO THE PUBLIC
We have located at 207 Commercial Avenue
(with Ray Williams) for the business of listing and

52

Although Mabel Laird, a supervisor at Henry I. Siegel had only one
award winning production performer ibis time, she still is as happy as
can be. Pictured is Mabel Laird with her "star" performer, Jo Ann
(photo by Stewart)
Alexander.

SBA Representative
In Paducah, June 19
A rePresentative of the Small
Business Administration will be at
that Agency's part-time office in
the City Hall on the Second Floor,
Paducah, Kentucky, on June 19, as
announced by C. R. Wagoner, SBA
Acting Regional Director. The office, operated on a semi-monthly
basis every first and third Thursday, will be open from 9:00 a. m.
to 3:00 p.
In order to determine credit
eligibility requirements for SBA

SMARTEST
THING ON
TWO FEET

Second Installment
On Income Tax Due

Notices are now in the mail reminding taxpayers that the second
payment on 1969 declarations of
estimated income tax is due June
loan programs, it is suggested that
16, the Internal Revenue Service
the businessman bring with him a
said today.
recent financial statement or balance sheet of the business and a
Taxpayers
should
base the
profit and loss statement for the amount of their installment payprevious full year. This information ments on their 1969 estimated tax
pertains to established businesses. declaration, the IRS said. The deHowever, anyone interested in es- claration and payment should be
tablishing a new business is en- adusted for any change in the taxcouraged to consult with this repre- payer's estimated income or deducsentative as well as other business- tions since the declaration was
men who are in need of financial filed.
advice or assistance.
The IRS said taxpayers should
pay their June installment using .
U. N. panel creates development Voucher No. 2, a pre-addressed
form sent them last February with
group.
their estimated tax package.
Prague, Moscow sign economic
aid accord
Subscribe To The News

DOWNY TOUCH
Feels like the name sounds soft and softer.
Because they're made of soft 75% Orlon
utd25%Expendo nylon. And they come
In a rainbow of the most beautiful
colors you ever saw. Buy Downy Touch.
It's the kind of soft
touch you'll like.
11 50 a pair.
One size fits lCI-13.
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Oops, Our Dukedom Correspondent
Got Churches Wrong, Pews Right

Rev. Copeland Fills Appointment
At New Salem Church On Sunday
By Mrs. Carey FrioIds
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled his
appointment at New Salem Baptist
Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
Sunday school is held at 10 a. m.
There was a good attendance. The
evening worship was devoted to
gospel singing, as is held on each
second Sunday night. A very fine
singing is conducted at this time.
Singers from other areas participated.
Sam Mathis returned home the
past week, after several days treatment in Hillview Hospital. He is
improved, to the delight of his
many friends.
Your writer spent several days
the past week in Hickman, house
guest of my grandchildren, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Argo, Chad and
Kim. I had a nice visit. We went
places and did things. 'Tis fun to
play ball with the great grandchildren, who are ball enthusiasts.
Get-well wishes are extended to
Miss Maud Sisson, who is a patient
in Fulton Hospital, where she is
undergoing treafment. All friends
wish her a speedy recovery.
Richard Allen Lassiter spent the
past week end with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter,

near here.
The entire community was shocked and saddened over the sudden
death of James F. Harrison, which
occurred the past Friday night at
his home in this District No. 1.
His death was attributed to a heart
attack. Mr. Harrison was a farmer
and had been busy with his chores
when death came. He is survived
by his companion, four daughters,
one son, two brothers and two sisters, nieces and nephews. The deceased was a member of Old Bethel
Baptist Church, where services
were conducted by Rev. Howard
Miller at 2 p. m. Sunday. Inter- .
menet was in the church cemetery,
with Jackson Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Inez Vincent returned to her
home in Pilot Oak section Monday,
after a week's visit with her sister, Mrs. Grover True, and Mr.
True. She had a nice visit while
here in our midst.
Bobby Rickman arrived Saturday from Knoxville to visit with
homefolks. He is a senior at the
University of Tennessee and will
receive his degree in engineering
in August. He will be here this
week and return to Knoxville next
Monday to resume his studies.

"BRAINSTORMING" FOR KENTUCKY'S FUTURE—Frank Groschelle (center), director of the Kentucky Program Development Office, participated in a
discussion group on state and area planning at Governor Louie B. Nunn's second
conference for Educators and State Government officials. Also participating in
the group on state and area planning were (left to right) Dr. Fred Engle, associate professor of Economics, Eastern Kentucky University, and Tom Emberton,
Public Service Commission. The seminar was conducted at Cumberland Falls
State Park. Other topics explored were economic and natural resource development, education, general state government and human resource development.

Mrs. Ruby Phillips Entertains
Her Church Group On Route 3
Mrs. Aline Williams
We had a little shower here Sunday night and the weather is a
ittle copier. It was near one hundred
ired degrees a few days last week,
.vhich caused a lot of grumbling
averywhere I went.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Davis spent
he week end with Mrs. Davis' siser, Mrs. N. A. Croft, and Mr.
We wish to send congratulations
o Mrs. Theron Jones and Mrs. Lu.!ille GarlDer for their birthdays,
vhich were Sunday. We hope those
lice ladies have many more happy
iirthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams, of
dayfield, visited with Mr. and Mrs.
7.:verett Williams and Kara Sunday
tfternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Davis, Mr.
ind Mrs. N. A. Croft and Mrs.
time Williams visited Mr. and Mrs.
. M. Jones in Fulton Saturday aferboon.
Mrs. Ruby E. Phillips entertain1:1 the ladies of her Sunday School
'lass in her home last Thursday.
ehers visiting were Mrs. Byrdie
'hillips and Mrs. Mary Emily.

f-34
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft and
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wall went to
Knob Creek to the singing Sunday
afternoon.
We had a letter from Mrs. Lupie
Haley, 409 Herron Avenue, Paragould, Ark., last week. She says
Hello to all their old friends. She
and her brother, Tom Lasswell, are
not getting around too much lately,
as Tom does not feel like driving.
She said her birthday was May 29
and Tom's April 7. Sorry I did not
know this before they had these
birthdays. I'm sure they would appreciate cards from their old
friends.
We Were so' glad to hear on the
news that some of our boys will be
coming from Vietnam soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon are
visiting relatives in Memphis for a
few days.
DRIVING ERRORI
Automobile accidents in 1968 iiijured more than 4,400,000 persons
on America's highways. Driver
error, according to annual statistics, was responsible for more than
80 percent of last year's highway
casualties.

shipment to "New Eyes", a volunteer organization which helps bring
I hope the two Baptist churches better sight to those in need. Anynear here will forgive my name one desiring to contribute is welmixing last week. I intended all the come to do so. Prayer for conventime to report the nice Homecom- tion, which meets in San Antonio
ing at New Salem, but unconcious- June 18 and benediction was offered
ly wrote Pleasant View.
by Mary Bruce.
On June 23, a church school will
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Kennedy
begin at Pleasant View - and this and son, of Crossville, Tenn., visited
time I really mean Pleasant View. his grandmother, Mrs. Lewis Cole,
The children of the community are last Wednesday and found her iminvited to attend.
proving.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Clinard have
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn Kesterson
returned to make their home here,
Grace Armstrong and
after being gone several years. Mr. visited Mrs.
last Wednesday. The KesClinard is employed by Glyn Rob- Jimmie
tersons will be located at La Cenerts in timber cutting.
the Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cotton are ter as pastor of
making improvements on the house Church there.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierson, of
they recently purchased from Jim
Brown and plan to move there as Vero Beach, Fla., visited with their'
niece. Jacqueline Bethel, and famcoon as the work is finished.
before returning to their
Good Springs CPW met at the ily Sunday
Monday.
church Thursday afternoon, with home on
Rev. Oren Stover announces for
President Mary Bruce in charge of
the meeting. Jackie Bethel present- his only subject next Sunday morned the program for the month, giv- ing, "Bridging Gaps" and especing an overall report on the work- ially invites young people to attend
ings of the Board of Missions this this service. I'm pretty sure there
past year. Mrs. Winnie Cunningham will be a message for those over
conducted the Bible study on thirty as well, since there could
"Jesus and Children." Garments, not be a gap except that there were
which are being sewed for the two sides.
clothes bank, were distributed and
Walter Williams was able to come
announcement made that at the home from Obion County Nursing
next meeting a collectton of dis- Home last week and continues to
carded eyeglasses will he made-for improve, we are glad to report.
mrs. Millman Westbroow.

GRASS
ROOTS
by Roy Stevens _
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation

"Up against the wall!" is a favorite rallying cry for the small
minority of slogan-minded militants
and hard-core revolutionaries who
infest our colleges and universities.
The expression is an outgrowth
of the militants' technique of confrontation. It means anyone who
doesn't act like a frog when the
militants shout "jump" will find
himself "up against a wall" with
no place to hide.

brink :by tl(e tactics of the campus
revolutionaries, and has decided it's
high time that reason and responsibility are restored.
Taxpayers deeply resent the seizure and destruction of public property on campuses and are exercising their unequivocal right to stop
it. They are appalled that a handful of radicals can paralyze a university and hamstring he great
majority of students who want to
study, not riot.

I think I can say without fear of
contradiction that the people who
are really "up against the wall" today are the militants and agitators.
They're not there because anyone
is persecuting them unduly, but because that's where they belong.
And because that's where the
weight of public opinion has put
them.

The public has become increasingly aware that the "issues"
around which the campus disorders
swirl—such as special curriculums
for minority groups, abolishment of
the Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC), and hiring and firing of
the faculty—serve only as excuses
for the militants' destructive activities.

The public has been pushed to the

It is known that in many cases

the demands of the agitators are
drafted for the specific purpose of
forcing a confrontation with authority. The demands, which are
customarily absurd and impossible
to fulfill, are made "non-negotiable." When they are properly denied, the stage is set for confrontation and violence.
Manifestations of the public's
burning sentiment on the campus.
disorder issue are appearing at all
levels of government and society.
President Nixon arid U. S. Attorney General John N. Mitchell have
made strong statements in opposition to the destructive forces on
campus. More college administrators are taking a "get-tough" attitude. Congressmen, governors, legislators, and other public officials
are speaking out against the disorders. The courts are cracking
down with convictions and stiffer
penalties for student protesters.
With this wave of reaction engulfing the militants, they're probably having some second thoughts
about putting anybody "up against
the wall."
After all, the beauty of an object,
including a wall, is in the eyes of
the beholder. When you're the one
who's up against the wall, you undoubtedly wish you hadn't built it.

Rev. Crump Is Welcomed Back As
Cayce Methodist Church Pastor
By Miss Clarice Bondurant

Mrs. J. W. Ammons has returned
after a vacation trip in Texas,
where she visited relatives.
Rev. and Mrs. Crump attended
Memphis Conference last week. We
welcome Rev. Crump back for another year as pastor of Cayce and
Mount Zion Methodist Churches.
Mrs. James MeMurry attended
the Methodist Conference in Memphis last week. She also visited
with Mrs. Roper Fields.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Liliker and
grandchildren, Janie and Freddie,
visited their son and father Joe
Liliker, who is a patient in the Baptist Hospital at Memphis. He is reported improving and will probbaly
be coming home by this week end.
Mrs. Liliker is with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Liliker and
son spent their vacation last week
at Niagara Falls and other points
of interest.
Miss Cheryl Menees is spending
the summer vacation from UT at
Head of men's wear stresses pro- Martin with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James Nenees.
fessionalism.
Little Miss Stacey Ammons, of
Thiett promises never to quit
Murray, is visiting her grandmothParis peace talks.

Turn Back The Hands Of Time - - -

er, Mrs. J. W. Ammons.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Simpson, also visited Mrs.
Bessie Allen and Mrs. E. W. Bethel.
Mrs. Aubrey Burns and daughter, Annie Laurie, are visiting relatives in Ariozna.

Dog Licenses Go
On Sale July 1
Commissioner
J.
Agriculture
Robert Miller has announced dog
license tags for the 1969-70 fiscal
year will officially go on sale at
county court houses July 1, although some counties may have
them earlier.
counties which have vaccination
clinics for dogs in June will sell
license tags at the clinics.
Counties are requested to meet
two basic requirements in order to
sell the tags. They are urged to
employ a dog warden to issue tags.
investigate claims and impound
stray dogs; and establish :an animal
shelter or dog pound.
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(Second in a Series)

Will the REAL Ella Doyle, Susan McDaniel, Bud White, George Burnet*.
and? ? ? (beats us) come forward and say they never looked so good.

Virginia Rogers doesn't look a day older today than she did when this picture was taken, that is if you can
identify Virginia in the midst of all those below-the-calf hemlines.

toi

Co

Let's Do It R11 Over Again

'reify little girls, pretty little dresses, but though their book is about
Friends Far and Near," their saci,..faces indicate they haven't got a
-iend in the world, for or near.

tto

Let's see now! There's Nancy Bushart and Ann Fall, Mariann Bennett
and .
well, see if you can identify these fresh, clean scrubbed, smiling faces. Pretty, too, in a school girlish kind of way,

cal

ent
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Interpersonal relationships with
the theme "Youth Wants to Know
—What It's All About" will be the
topic of a Teen Leader Forum at
Western Kentucky 441 Camp. The
camp, located in Dawson Springs,
will be opened to young people
over 14 years of age and will not
be limited to 4-H members as it
has been in the past. The forum
will be held from June 29 to July
3.
The forum was asked for by
teens, planned by teens, and will
be staffed by teens. West Kentuckians who helped are: David Harrison, Farmington; Gail Smith,
Cuba; Patricia Harrison, Farmington; Gordon Samples, Clinton;
Debby Quinton, Kevil; Teresa
Turner, I..eCenter; Jill Horning,
Princeton; Dana Harlass, Cadiz;
Jill Watson, Princeton; and Tommy McGinnis, Hopkinisville.
The purpose of the camp is to
get teen-agers to think and to understand themselves. "It was the
committee's feeling that before you
can understand others, you must
first understand yourself," said
David Harrison.
Interpersonal relationships include boy-girl relations, family relations, and relations with minority
groups.

Miss Harrison stated, "There is a
very real personal element involved. Until an individual decides for
himself what is right or wrong and
why, he cannot help other people."
"Teen Leader Forum - '69" will
be held from June 29-July 3. It is
planned to have both morning and
afternoon .assemblies. Afterwards,
campers will divide into groups of
ten to discuss the session's topic.
Campers are assured, however,
that the week will not be completely
filled with meetings. The recreational facilities of Western Kentucky 4-H Camp will be opened to
them. These facilities include
games, sports, nature hike, handicrafts, swimming and others.
Miss Smith added, "I would not
msis it for the world. For fun, excitement, and new experiences, you
could not beat the first 'Teen Leader Forum'."
The forum is for leaders of
groups as well as club leaders. Senior 4-H'ers are urged to attend this
camp and to invite other school
and community leaders.
The camp fee is $15 plus transportation expenses. There is room
for 200 teen leaders. Applications to
"Youth Wants to Know—What It's
All About" can be obtained at the
Extension Office.

THE PHILOSOPHER—
LIBRARY CORN ER—
(Continued From Page Two)
(Continued From Page Two)
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is carried out with scrupulous
courtesy on both sides, British and
Indian, its announcement, as in
most political arrests, is an ominous knock on the door at dawn.
THE HUNGERING DARK, by
Frederick Buechner. Writing with
uncommon poetic elequence and
'depth of imagination, he explores
coMemporary threats to belief in
a God of love—the darkness and
ambuguity of today's world—and
brings us forth into the light to
Which man truly belongs. It is, the
author maintains, growth within
this darkness and ambuguity that
increases man's hunger for God
and his awareness of him.
DRAGONWYCK, by Anya Seton.
At eighteen Miranda Wells was
tired of churning butter and weeding the garden patch; revolted by
the dull young farmers who sought
her hand; stifled by back-country
New England piety. Then one May
afternoon in 1844 came an invitation to live at Dragonwyck, estate
of her distant relative, the great
Nicholas Van Ryn. Miranda discovered the dark secret of Dragonwyck, and in the discovery she
changed twice. What ghost stirred
the Red Room with its uneasy immortality? The answer to this
caused one of Miranda's changes.

S. P. NOOBE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

Paris For All Electric
Shaven Al:

itto,

1.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

in my teen-age days I drove by the
place and got one of the big disillusionments of my entire life. The
tree was a half-dead old chestnut
tree in a very muddy place, so
muddy that ruts ran on both sides
of it, for even the buggies and
wagons had a hard time getting
over that stretch of road. I must
confess that I have seen several
hundred chestnut trees that were
more to my idea of a runaway
marriage site.
First and last, there were many
stories about the couples who chose
this site—romantic or not—to meet
the preacher or squire. By no
means were all of the couples actually fleeing their parents; it was
supposed to be thrilling to stage a
wedding at the Chestnut Tree, even
if Father and Mother were right
there to give away the bride. In the
main, however, the stories grew
up about the escapees. There was
the champion one when the brideto-be's mother, when she learned
that her daughter had run away,
begged any one to pursue the couple
and shoot both of them with his
squirrel gun. There were no takers
of this invitation, but one of the
neighborhood hired hands used to
create a lot of laughter by acting
out how he would have done this
dastardly deed or pretended to do
it if for no other reason than to
see what the screaming, rather
theatrical mother would do then,
for he would declare that he had
emptied his double-barreled shotgun at the couple and had safetly
put them out of their misery.
My only connection with the
Chestnut Tree, other than my belated driving by it not too long
before I left that part of the state,
came one Sunday afternoon, about
1905 or 1906. I saw driving up from
the Big Road a young man slightly
younger than I and his steady
company. When they got to Father's
house, my sister ran out to meet
them, and I suspect that she knew
what was planned. Almost at the
same time my sister's beau came
driving up in his buggy. Soon the
plans were made. I was to go over
to the back of our field, beyond the
tobacco barn, and lay down a gap
in the rail fence to let the two buggies drive through and thus get on
the Ridge Road and out of sight of
prying eyes such as those along the
Big Road. And the youngsters got
properly married and have lived
happily ever afterward, having
celebrated their sixtieth wedding
anniversary some four years ago.
The Chestnut Tree, like all the
trees of its kind, long ago died of
blight; I doubt whether anybody
now could pinpoint its location, a
few yards over in Tennessee. When
I have driven along the Tennessee
state highway which joins a Kentucky state highway not too far
from this romantic place, I have
wished that I had some sort of
sixth sense and could locate the
place where the old tree stood.

Pride,fear,and confusion
are stopping 5 million disa":.‘d from
getting the help they need.'

Five million disabled people
ere in need of our help. And we
can't find them. Either they don't
know where to go for help or they
won't go.
Some ar'e disabled physically.
Others mentally. Some are living in

— In Operation lit Years —
*

REHABILITATION Ot THE HANDICAPPED CAMPAICN

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.

THE FULTON NEWS
Printers — Publishers
Commercial Ave.

Liberty Super Market
South

472-1600

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 472.3951

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Phone 472-1303
Fulton, Ky.

Fulton, Tenn.

HORNBEAX FUNERAL HOME
302 Carr Street

Union City, Tenn.

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Phone 472-1412

Fulton

THE CITIZENS BM
Make our bank your bank
Phone 236-2655

Hickman, Ky.

472-1362

418 Lake Street

Hickman, Ky.

WILLIAM WARD STOCKYARD
Church Street
South Fulton

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky

South Fulteri, Tenn.

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

jobs. They could be getting more
out of life than they're getting.
So if you're disabted (or concerned about someone who is),
write to us for help.
You've got nothing tot It
lose but your disability.

14,1hat's stopping you!
\..i.L„ I elp, Box 1200, Washington, D.C.20013

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets

Greenfield Monument Works

the past. Others,disabled from birth,
have no past.
But most,with proper guidance
and medical aid, could be living
instead of existing. They could be
learning to take care of themselves.
They could be taught interesting

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Green florist supplies
Cut Rower*
Dial 479-1371

EVA/4S DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"
Dial 472-1421
Lake Street

COMPLIMENTS OF
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

FULTON BANK
THE FRIENDLY BANK

•

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

KenSucky Ave.,

Fulton

Phone 472-1471

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and

Rambler Dealer
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Fulton County News, Thursday, June 12, 1969 ed a great registration effort in the target area of the
local anti-poverty council and, as she expressed it,
NOTEBOOK,—
"went after" some public officials in last week's elec(Continued From Page One)
tion. Three judges and a state representative in the
area were voted out, and the editor wondered out loud
sination, as well.
If people had the same obligation to their conscience, if the VISTA workers were the deciding factor.
"That brings us to this thought: Kentucky politics,
their honor and to justice and to fair reasoning, there
would never be an incident or incidents of damage to which long has been described as having factions within
people's lives, especially those who have worked a life- factions, may have yet another faction to deal with . ..
and it may not even be made up of Kentuckians."
time to make life worth living.

Not As Many, But Busier!
But be that as it may, let me make a final remark
KENTUCKY FARMS had fewer milk cows last
on the ccime of character assassination and the life patyear, but higher total milk production, according to the
tern of the criminal.
state Department of Agriculture's Statistics Division.
In addition to being a hypocrite, a character - killer Number of cows declined from 380,000 in 1967 to 367,000 in 1968, while production rose from 2.5 billion
is a coward.
Rarely do you find an individual who, upon hearing pounds to 2.51 billion pounds .. . Kentucky ranked secgossip, treacherous and baseless though it may be, steps ond in the nation in 1968 in production of evaporated
milk and fifth in cheese production. Gross income from
forward to say:
"That is -not true, it is a lie, and what's more I am daily products was $125.5 million in 1968, against $122.5
going to the individual involved and tell him you are million the previous year.
spreading a false report."
We're Proud, You Bet!
This kind of loyalty would stop the story and caphold
out much hope for R. Paul staying
We
didn't
ture the criminal, wouldn't it?
this summer and working at the News office with
here
But no, it just doesn't happen that way.
us, but we certainly weren't prepared for the nice honor
People don't ever want to get involved in the dif- that has come to him.
ficult task of performing as a friend; it's easier to give
In this issue is a photo of our son, who will be
lip service to friendship.
going on to Northwestern University on June 22 as one
And that's why the world is so full of character of a hand full of college students selected as "internes"
killers, isn't it?
by the National Broadcasting System and other Chicago
radio and TV stations.
Going to a meeting of the Kentucky Press AssociaTuesday night when we were watching the Hunttion, as Paul and I did last week, is like going to a doctor ley-Brinkley Report I remarked to R. Paul: "I certainly
for a check-up.
feel sorry for them."
The association with fellow publishers gives all of
To which he replied: "Whatever for?"
as an opportunity to diagnose the ills of our respective
"Well," I said,"with you going into the NBC organnewspapers while at the same time picking up some ization the poor guys will be looking for a job soon!"
ideas for curing some of our ailments that beset us all
"Oh, mother," he said, big enough and adult enough
in this the most hazardous, the most unheralded and now to think that a mother's pride in a fine boy is kind.
3erhaps the least appreciated profession known to God of silly.
and-man.
Of course not all editors and publishers suffer from
I think we're about as proud of the university he
.he above-mentioned debilities.
will .be attending as we are of his selection as an inA lot of them lead placid lives, never make any- terne. In telling folks about it, I say:
'Jody mad, never get involved in controversial issues,
"You know that's the same school Ella Doyle went
ind never do very much either.
to.
Same thing is true with people too! Find a person
And that ain't bad, at all, is it?
that doesn't have any enemies and you'll find an individual who doesn't have an awful lot of spirit.
Now I have it on my hands, the
PABLO AMIGO—
No. 4, Vol. XIV, and I was wonOnc)
ft
)m
Page
(Continued
Woll, as I was saying, when my mind strayed to a
dering if I could transcribe Susan
,zacuum, press conventions are a matter of serious busi- lege in Quito, has put into motion Caldwell's article about the Paris
ness to all of us. There is very little breast-beating our the knowledge he gathered here, Peace Talks included in the Creative Corner to our newspaper
'lofty mission" in life, just some serious appraisals as and as a matter of fact wants to School
Views of the American
expand the friendship by keeping in
to how we can chronicle the daily events of our com- close contact with the future edi- School of Quito. I will be very
pleased to have your answer to
munities, make a decent living, speak for people who tors of the school paper.
have no forum to speak for themselves and still avoid Published herewith is the letter my request soon. The address is:
life's many pitfalls.
received by the local students. (In- Pablo Barrera Mena
The Press Forever!
While Paul and I were dressing to go to the banquet on Friday night for the press convention, we were
more than a little shocked to hear that a comment in our
newspaper last week became the subject for an editorial
A the air over our favorite TV-station, WPSD-TV in Paducah.
Many people have commented about the editorial,
iome saying they saw us on the air, which we weren't.
Here's what Fred Paxton commented on from this
Notebook last week:
"Conducting election postmortems is a favorite
pastime of many, but we saw a new wrinkle this week
which ts worthy of thought. Fulton County News Editor Jo Wc-Apheling observed that VISTA workers guid-

cidentally Cathy and Jim were President of the Journalism Club
given the Kennel Award for their Colegio Americano
excellent handling of the school Casilla 157
paper last year.)
Quito, Ecuador
While here Pablo was a guest in
I think it would be nice for both
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
of - The Kennel and the School
Fenwic,k.
Views - to exchange our newspapHere is the letter:
ers. I will send you ours soon.
Quito, May 2, 1969
Miss Cathy Hyland and
Mr. Jim McCarthy
Co-editors of The Kennel
Dear Friends:
Last summer I went to Fulton
High School with the Ecuadorian
group during the Banana Festival.
Because of this I was expecially interested in your newspaper, The
Kennel.

COME AGAIN!
Mrs. Roland L. Amberg, son
Henry Lawrence and granddaughter Lian, of Palos Verdes Peninsula,
Calif., left Hickman Wednesday
morning for a visit with Mrs. Amberg's father and her sister, W. R.
Butt and Elizabeth, in Frankfort.
While in Hickman they were guests
in the home of Mrs. Henry L. Amberg.

Residential
and Commercial
Interior Designing

PAYROLL TAX—
(Continued From Page One)
full time as city manager, he said.
His statements are substantiated
by his plan to reduce the payroll tax,
for with the decreased revenue there is
no hope for a new City Hall as proposed by DeMyer on several occasions.
The present condition of the city's
financial affairs reflects a sound policy
of fiscal solvency. In reviewing the
auditor's reports of the years ending in
1967 and 1968, the documents reveal
that the city operated at a $70,000.00
deficit in 1967, which was increased to
$92,000.00 in 1968.
The city had in its employ a fulltime city manager during both years.
Since last July 1 the deficit has
been reduced by approximately $50,000.00, indicating that a saving in the
City Manager's salary of about $7000,
and receipts from the payroll tax have
been appropriated to decrease the
operating deficits of the two previous
years.
Mayor DeMyer said that the city
owes about $21,000.00 to local banks
and an equal amount to one of the
utility funds, and that both obligations
can be retired with further scrutiny
of the city's revenues and expenditures.
The tentative budget presented
Monday night includes a non-departmental expenditure of $18,490, which
specifies appropriations to the Banana

Festival, the Chamber of Commerce,
for the employment of an executive director, and other amounts for community development and expansion.
In some other matters revealed by
DeMyer's budget it is indicated that
— The city spent $56,000 more in
1967-68 than was budgeted and in
1968-69 spent $28,000 more than was
budgeted.
— Of the city's proposed expenditures for 1969-70, $134,000 is allocated
for salaries for general fund operations, leaving only $90,000 for street
maintenance and expansion, capital
outlay, debt retirement, supplies and
other fixed charges.
—The Commission re-employed
George H. Reed Company of Mayfield as city auditors, amended the
Occupational License ordinance, voted
a $300 contribution to EDA (Economic
Development Association), granted a
beer license to C&N Cafe, granted refunds to three IC employees for bookkeeping errors in their payroll tax, and
Shelton
Commissioner
appointed
Owen to represent the City at a meeting with HUD representatives in At
lanta June 17 concerning Urban-Renewal.
—Postponed action on a contract
between the City and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Fenwick pending approval of the
contract by the Fenwicks.

How's Your Back Today?
We're not doctors. If you have a serious back
problem, we won't prescribe. But... if you're
one of those many people who have mild or occasional back trouble, maybe you should take a
long hard look at your mattress.
Lots of people tell us their back troubles have
lessened or been eliminated after they began
sleeping on a Beautyrest. We do know this; a
Beautyrest doesn't let you sag in the middle; the
pocketed coils of a Beautyrest—each acting independently—push up into the small of your back
and give firm gentle support in that area.
So if you're back bothers you, come to our
store, lie down on a Beautyrest and see what you
think. Honest! We won't be miffed if you don't
buy one.

invited to visit our shop.
Write or phone collect for
an appointment with one of
our designers to discuss
your space planning,
interior design, and
Headquarters for Beautyrest
made only by Simmons

INTERIORS
MARTIN. TENNESSEE
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DEDICATION CROWD—Many of the more than 200 people who gathered on the Murray State University campus Sunday afternoon for the dedication ceremonies of the new site for the first Calloway County courthouse can be seen as they listen to M. 0. Wrather, executive vice president of Murray State, who served as master of ceremonies. The dedication program was held on a shaded, grassy knoll across Chestnut Street
from the old log building at the east edge of the campus. The courthouse,
built in 1823 by Reuben E. Rowland on a $100 contract, can be seen in
the background.
(Photo by Dwain McIntosh)
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BEAUTYREST costs only a penny-a-night more
CHOICE,
...Regular or Extra Firm...also Super Sizes

special furnishing
problems.
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"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"

GRAHAM FURNITRE CO.
301 WALNUT STREET

FULTON, ICY.
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Education Groups
Holding Conclaves

iS

aal
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mitEtiZ THE NEW.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., June 4 - She said two leadership develPresidents of local education as- opment seminars set for mid.
sociations aMliated with the August will "pick up where the
Kentucky Education Association June conclaves leave off." Presidents of associations In the westwill work together this year in a ern half of
the state will attend
series of "presidents' con- the August 10 through 12 seminar at Murray State University.
claves."
The conclaves, a new leader- Other presidents will attend the
ship development approach for- August 13 through 15 seminar
mulated by 10EA's program de- at Eastern Kentucky University.
velopment oMce, began June 2 Taking part in the conclaves
Seventeen conclaves will be held will be Owen Arnold, Louisville,
during the first two weeks in Vade Bolton, Jr., Paducah, Miss
June, with local presidents at- Betty Jean Rowland, Prestonstending the conclave scheduled burg, Robert Summers, Madinearest them.
sonville, and Mrs. Fontaine.
In addition, monthly conclaves Conclaves will begin at 4 p.m.
of 10 or 12 local presidents will and end about dusk. They will
be held during the next school be held in the picnic areas at
year.
several state parks.
Mrs. Beulah Fontaine, KEA Western Kentucky area condirector of program develop- claves were held at Kenlake
ment, said the conclaves and Hotel Tuesday and Kentucky
related activities are designed Dam Village today. Other conto make each 1969-70 local claves will be held June 9 at
president "the best leader who Pennyrile Forest State Park and
ever served the association." June 10 at Audubon State Park.

FULTON. KENTUCKY

Murray Picked
As Site For
Chemical Plant

poration chairman F. B. Vanderbilt said the new plant will
be built on a 78-acre tract

south of Murray and will contain a four-building complex.
The factory will make chemicals for the rubber and petroleum industry. It will employ 45
people. Vanderbilt Chemical is a
New York-based company.

Six Hurt
In Wreck
Near Fulton
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Varden Ford Sales
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Insulated Water
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68 CHEVELLE

41P411111.

Mugger, Orange, VI, 4Speed transmission.

0
1411.

$2875.

55-3%, Vito, VS, automatlc, power steering, radio,
low mileage.

$2675.

40
1101.„„
-

Monday

the Dairy Farmers of our area
who contribute so much to
our economy as well as to our
health and eating pleasure.
On this occasion we all rust
at rousing Salute to all who
play such a vital part in the
flair, Foods industry.
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Saturday A.M.?
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a great second
..,.., car atour Q lot.

BEAVER BITES: Wilfred
Beaver has a friend who keeps
hoping his skiing injury will
heal in time to permit some
surfing ...and he adds, "These
tax loopholes are really something. By paying only $5 in
taxes, I can be sending the IRS
more than 35 millionaires do!"

69 CAMARO
-411
4•411.
-41

foundation will be unable to meet
its established goals.
"Somehow," the mayor said,
"I'd hate to feel that this worthy
project could fail because people forget too easily or care too
little for the memory of a man
who never forgot a friend and
cared so much for his people
that he died in an effort to continue serving them," Mayor
Adams said.
The foundation hopes to erect
a statue of the late congressman on the lawn of the Obion
County Courthouse and to establish scholarships in his name at
both the University of Tennessee
at Martin and Murray State University.
In addition to the check from
the Coca-Cola Bottling Company
in Union City,other recent donors
Include:
Rep. Thomas Ludlow Ashley,
Washington, D. C.; John
D.
Howard, Mesa, Ariz.
.;
Chian
Elementary Schap/

SANDWICH SHOP:
•••..................

A South Fulton couple are being
hospitalized in Champaign, Ill.,
as the result of injuries received
In an automobile accident last
weekend.
Walter McClanahan and his
wife, Bessie, were enroute to
Chicago to visit relatives when
the accident occurred. There
has been no report on the extent
of their injuries.
According to available information, the car was driven by
the McClanahans' son, Lee. He,
his wife and children were not
Injured.

\,

to the finest congressman West
Tennessee ever had, it should
represent a challenge to the
adults. Without the help of the
friends of 'Fats' Everett, this

family, Murphy Tippett, the
father, and sou Larry and Leon
RAY
'
S
were treated and dismissed. :

CAPE TOWN, South Africa
- Fifteen pupils from the
Belthorn primary school chased
two burglars three miles
through the streets of suburban
Crawford. The pupils, average
age about 12, eventually caught
and held the robbers.
"It wu an excellent piece of
work," said district police chief
Brigadier J. Nei Visagle.

South Fulton
Pair Injured

Frida

response to date has been less than anticipated.
"Despite the fine donations by Coca-Cola and others in many
sectioise in Sul righth Congressional District, the campaign is

Thie spedal section is dedicated by this newspaper, and
the firms whose advertisement,. are included in it, to

MURRAY, Ky.
ray State University awarded
an honorary doctor of laws degree to Gov. Louie B. Nunn
Monday night when he ad.
dressed Murray's 44th annual
commencement. The
degree
was the third honorary law
doctorate conferred in t h e
school's 47-year history. In the
largest class in Murray's his.
tory

t

Kids Catch
Robbers

Thursday 117ko,.-(ENri.,/

A 'wOoPPIAlf $1,000 contribution from the Union City Coca-Cola
Bottling Company has lifted the morale of leaders in the Robert A.

'Fats' Everett Memorial Foundation but there's no denying that

admittedly lagging behind our expectations," Union City Mayor
Charles H.'Red' Adams,foundation president, commented today.
"We have a dozen or so folks
around the district working and
working hard but 10 or 15 dedicated men and women won't get
the job done," the mayor continued.
Mayor Adams mentioned•districtwide
meeting called last
week at which only two of the
district's 14 counties were represented.
"There were only eight of us
present and we know that others
could have made the effort. There
are thousands of people in the
district who remember the late
Congressman Everett with pride
and friendship and all of these
people should be contributing to
this memorial campaign.and getUng others to do the same."
Mayor Adams said $35,000 to
$50,000 will be needed to cam
out the minimum of the foundation's plans. To date, the total
donations are $15,685.70.
"When little children in the
Mon Elementary School can
scrape their pennies together to
donate $2.95 towards a memorial

City Raises
Salute to Area
Dairy Farmers

Murray State
Awards Degree
To Goy. Nunn

1968 FORD Mustang 2-dcor hardtop, 8, lime gold,
black vinyl roof, local car, extra clean.
1967 FORD 4-door sedan, power and air, white
FULTON, Ky. June 7 - Six
with red vinyl interior, local, one owner.
persons were injured in a two1967 FAIRLANE 500 4-door sedan, 8-cyl.,
car collision about 5 p.m. Friday
on Highway 307, six miles north
straight shift.
of here. None are considered
1966 BUICK Wildcat 2-door hardtop, local car,
seriously injured, officials at
power and air, bucket seats.
Hiliview Hospital said.
1966 MUSTANG 2-door hardtop, 6-cyl., straight
Injured in the accident, which
occurred at Buford Crossroads,
shift, sky blue, bucket seats.
were five members of a Shef1966 FAIRLANE 500 2-door hardtop, 8, autofield, Ala., family en route north
matic, blue, blue vinyl interior.
on vacation, and a Metropolis,
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury III sedan, local, full powIll., woman, an occupant in the
...........w.........--......
other car.
er and air.
Hospitalized are Mrs. Betty
1965 MERCURY Monterey sedan, full power.
Tippett of Sheffield, her 14-yearCHICKEN
t BROASTED
• 1964 MERCURY Comet wagon, 8. straight shift,
old daughter Belinda Sue and
_ PLATE or ANY NUMBER of PIECES - .
clean local car.
Mrs. Carl Smith of Metropolis..
1965
Mrs. Tippett is being treated for
CHEVRO
LET Corvair coupe, automatic.
*PIT BAR-B-0
CUSTOM MADE
*
a fractured collarbone and mul1966 FORD Galaxie hardtop, full power and air,
.
tiple contusions and abrasions, *BIG HAMBURGERS
PIZZA
extra clean, local, one owner.
her daughter for a dislocated
FISH SANDWICH
hip and Mrs. Smith for a fractur14-oz. SOFT DRINKS4 1967 FORD pickup F-100, 6cyl., automatic.
ed arm and several lacerations.
.
A Phone Call will have your order ready-479-9082
.
Other members of the Tippett

444.1.4•14Mi

..,4: PM. TILL CLOSING

Of interest to Homemakers

Big Gift From Coke
But Campaign Lags

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The state announced Tuesday
that Murray has been picked as
the site of Vanderbilt Chemical's new manufacturing plant.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn and cor-

NASHVILLE
- Television and recording artist Glen
Campbell has filed suit in Chancery court here, seeking $700,000 in damage for the alleged unauthorized use of his
demonstratioo records to make three albums.
Named
as defendant in the action was Starday Recording
and Publishing Co., and Chancellor Ned Lentz issued a temporary injunction Thursday re. and "paw
Campbell, Country
straining Starday from further music t3tar
No. 1."
production, manufacture or sale
Demonstration records are
of Campbell's records,
normally prepared by artists in
Campbell, who currently re- hopes of "selling" a recording
cords for Capitol, charged that company on the song or singer.
Starday obtained possession of They are not used for making
"several" of his demonstration the record which is ultimately
records without his consent and put on the market.
wad them to produce three
Campbell charged the sale of
albums for which he has not been what he termed inferior quality
Paid.
recordings to the public has "irThe albums listed in the com- reparably injured" his "reputap/tint are "Country Soul," "The tion and economic potential as a
Country Music Hall of Fame," recording artist and performer."

Daily Specials!

THURSDAY.
, JUNE 12, 1969

Aniamponmall

Recording Artist Sues
For $700,000 Damages
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67 IMPALA
4-door sedan, Beige VII,
power brakes, power'
steering, powergl
'
ide, factory
air.

68 IMPALA
4-door sedan, Blue with
white top, power steering,
V8, automatic, radio,
di

66 BEL AIR
4-door, white, power steerinr g
a,
,,sfamcitsosri y air, automatic
t
on. Real good
buy for

$2375.

$2375.

$1675.

.1111.

66 IMPALA
4-door, Blue, VI, automatic, power steering, factory
air,

FURS

tv°i1
e
4

69 OPEL

$2275,

automatic
'

68 OPEL.

!talky, Red, 2-door, auto'Onatic, radio.

radio.

VS,

$1375.

$1875.
"Ls

65 IMPALA
White,

R•Iley, 2-door
twiner, radio,

Gold, one

$1975.

66 IMPALA

65 CHEVELLE

Sport Coupe, Maroon, V8,
standard, radio and factory sir.

SS 2-door hardtop, Red,
V8, 4-speed transmission.

$1575.

$1575.

68 OPEL
2.door wagon, Beige, new
car trade in.

$1875.

68 OPEL
2-

Blue,dor

one owner,
.

64 CHEVELLE
SS White, Vt. automatic
in floor.
ONLY

$1275.
67 OPEL
2 door

white, new ca
trade in. Marked down to

$1699.

$1375.

table

66 MUSTANG

Tues-Wed,
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Phone 472-1700
Summer's heat, moths, dust
can rob your valuable furs of beauty and luster. Give them the protection they deserve, with our insured cold vault storage.
• Bonded pick-up, delivery

OR-Pa/adieus
LAUNDRY AND CLRAIMUL
218 East State Line,Tam,Ex

entnern

i-door hardtop, Maroon, 4.
cyl. standard drive, new
Marked
trade-in.
car

dawn to

$1075.

64 FORD
Ccuntry Squire wagon, 4door, V8, automatic, Blue
'
cower steering, air.

$875.

63 GALAXIE

66 MERCURY

t-door Blue, V8, automatic,
radio.

o:,chardtop, Bronze,
2-udtoorati
4
power steering,
power brakes, factory air.

$875.

65 VOLKS
Wagon,
radio.

$1975.

2-door

$975,

"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMAN" - Vernon Spraggs. Warren Tuck, Manus Williams
Mike Williams, Aubrey Taylor and Dan Taylor-

Taylor chevrolet.Buick Inc.
307 HIGHWAY

PHONE 472-2466

REIMER WHERE THE BEST DEALS ARE "TAYLOR MAUI/

Black,

